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A
TITAN’S
TERROIR

A 500 million-year-old ocean trapped beneath
our feet once fueled a powerful industry in
West Virginia—and it may do so again.
WRITTEN BY MIKENNA PIEROTTI
PHOTOGRAPHED BY ELIZABETH ROTH
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efore the first train cut a path
through the mountains, before
the first glass factory rose from
the riverbanks, before coal was
king and oil boomtowns swelled
and fell across West Virginia,
there was salt. An understated,
brittle white crystal, salt lacked
the spark of coal and oil and the
gleam of gold and diamonds, but it was arguably the
first and most important mineral pulled from the
earth in the Mountain State. And it all started along
the Kanawha River near Charleston. In fact, one of
the first landmarks given an English name in the
area was a salt spring near the present-day town of
Malden. The site was called the Great Buffalo Lick.
“Our salt springs attracted animals first, then native
peoples, then European settlers,” says Nancy Bruns,
co-owner of J.Q. Dickinson Salt-Works in Malden, a
recently revived artisanal salt business—and, currently,
the only such business in the state. “The settlers started
to boil down the brine, which was necessary for food
preservation, curing meats, and canning veggies.”
Survival created and fed one of the state’s earliest
industries, one that would turn the Kanawha Valley
into the salt-making capital of the nation for more
than 50 years. Salt was slowly replaced by the
growing chemical industry starting in the 1850s.
But this unassuming crystal left its mark in the
region and on its people, especially one family—the
Dickinsons—the descendants of whom, including
Nancy Bruns and her brother Lewis Payne, continue
to carry the tradition of salt making.
But to fully grasp the tale of salt in West Virginia,
you have to start way, way further back in time.

Fall of a Titan

Some 500 million years ago, the earth that would
become the Appalachian Mountains lay submerged.
A vast, briny inland ocean—named Iapetus after a
Greek titan and one of the first oceans on Earth—
stretched blue-gray for thousands of miles. Eventually,
the same shifting geologic forces that formed Iapetus
raised mountains from beneath that inland ocean and
drove the water underground. “Through tectonic plate
movement and shift, remnants of that ocean ended
up here, underneath our feet. The ocean was then
re-dissolved by a freshwater aquifer underground,”
Bruns says.
But the Titan Iapetus would not stay hidden, and
slowly, inch by inch, the force of the Kanawha River
cut a path down through the rock and soil into the
briny waters beneath. “That’s where the story of our
salt begins,” says John Bullock, president and CEO of
The salt J.Q. Dickinson Salt-Works
harvests comes from an ancient—500
million-year-old—ocean, called Iapetus
after the Greek titan. This salt was once
a major state industry.
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Brother and sister team Lewis
Payne and Nancy Bruns are
the seventh generation of their
family to work in the West
Virginia salt business, though
the artisanal products they
create today are made for a
whole new market, including
chefs in some of the finest
restaurants in the country.

Gaddy Engineering Company in Charleston.
Bullock and the team at Gaddy have a special
appreciation for the natural history of Kanawha
salt. Their geologic and historical research,
as well as financial and engineering support,
helped Bruns and Payne reinvent their family
business, J.Q. Dickinson Salt-Works, which had
stopped producing salt in 1945.
Bullock admits he was skeptical when the brother
and sister first came to him for guidance in 2012.
“It seemed a little harebrained at first,” he says.
Nonetheless, the Gaddy team helped formulate a
plan for the duo, including the costs of and potential
profits from drilling the earth, installing pumps,
and constructing sun houses to dry the brine. “As we
worked, it slowly became clear that this was a viable
business plan. In the end, the business intersected
geology, Mother Nature, finance, management, and
love. I became charmed by the process and product
they wanted to create.”
The Dickinson family story and its 200 years
of salt making drew him in, too.

Rise of the Salt Valley

The Dickinsons weren’t the first to the party.
Historians believe the state’s salt industry really
began in 1797, when Elisha Brooks began salt
production at the mouth of a little tributary of the
Kanawha River called Campbells Creek.
The Dickinson story begins just a few years
later, when William Dickinson, an economic
pioneer from Virginia, invested in salt properties
along the Kanawha River and by 1817 was
making salt. Soon after, the salt frenzy began.
“By the 1830s there were about 50 producers and
100 wells in a 10-mile stretch from Charleston to
Quincy, right along the river,” Bullock says. “It
was called the salt strip.”
Salt production at that time was simple, but
dangerous, backbreaking work. Drillers took
hollowed out sycamore trees and drove them
into the ground. One unlucky soul would then
climb inside the log and dig, sending back
up buckets of muck. From these wells, steam
engines pumped the brine water into elevated
tanks and through an evaporator—essentially
a giant flat pan heated by steam. As the water
evaporated, the salt crystallized.
Workers, who were often slaves through the
years leading up to the Civil War, then skimmed
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the salt onto drain boards and wheeled that salt into
storage houses, where it was packed into barrels for
shipment.
As drilling went deeper and ever-richer brine
bubbled to the surface, the salt businesses began
perfecting its process and formed a trust—the Kanawha
Salt Company—to regulate the quality and price of salt
and to get a leg up on foreign competition. This was the
first such trust in the United States and it helped the
industry grow, until, in 1846, the state’s salt industry
was producing more than 3 million bushels a year. In
the same timeframe, Malden earned the title “saltmaking capital of the East,” and Kanawha Valley’s pure
white salt caught the attention of connoisseurs, winning
best salt in the world at the 1851 London World’s Fair.
But, like Iapetus, nothing lasts forever. And in
1861 a massive flood, coupled with the strains of the
Civil War, shuttered most regional salt-makers. Only
Dickinson’s remained, until 1945, when the salt-works
ended production.

A New Life

Decades after its heyday, the salt-works found a new
champion in Bruns. She and her husband had sold
their restaurant in North Carolina—her husband was
going back to school for a graduate degree in history,
and his master’s thesis on the Kanawha Valley salt
industry sparked her interest. Being in the culinary
industry, Bruns knew of the resurgence in gourmet
salt use. Himalayan, black Cyprus, hand-raked
crystals from salt ponds in France—minerals from
around the world were being marketed as key flavors.
“The opportunity I saw came from watching chefs
and consumers in the restaurant industry,” she says.
“People were becoming more educated about where
their food comes from. They wanted something more
than table salt. I also knew there were only a handful
of salt-makers in the United States. And our family
already had the history, the land, and the resources.”
Once she’d convinced her brother to get on board
with the idea, the two reconnected with their 60-acre
family farm and their cousins, who owned the land and
farm where the salt-works once stood. The sister and
brother asked to lease some earth and got to drilling
with Gaddy Engineering.
At 100 feet they were getting significant flows of salt
water, but at about 400 feet, they found the sweet spot.
“We had the water tested. Everything was very clear
and positive. We loved it,” Bullock says.

An Essential Terroir

J.Q. Dickinson was reborn in 2013, and by 2016 the
business has more than doubled, but the painstaking
process of refining the brine remains an essential part of
the salt’s character.
That process begins with pumping brine from a
well and filling a 2,500-gallon tank. After employees
capture the naturally occurring iron in the water, the
liquid is gravitationally fed to long shallow beds in
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From their 400-foot well, Bruns and Payne
pump salty water into greenhouses called
sun houses. Sun and air evaporate much
of the water, and the salt is harvested by
hand and packaged after it crystallizes.
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”EVERY SALT

THAT IS MADE
NATURALLY LIKE
OURS, UNREFINED
AND DRIED IN THE
SUN, GIVES YOU AN
EXPRESSION FROM
ITS SOURCE. IT’S
LIKE THE TERROIR
OF A WINE OR
THE FLAVOR OF
A RIPE TOMATO.”
Nancy Bruns, co-owner of
J.Q. Dickinson Salt-Works
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J.Q. Dickinson products
are sold everywhere
in West Virginia, from
Tamarack in Beckley to
Fish Hawk Acres in Rock
Cave, as well as across the
country and in a growing
number of other countries.

greenhouses, called sun houses, where temperatures can
reach 150 degrees. Once the brine reaches a certain salt
percentage, it is moved to a shallower bed. There, light,
air, and time turn slushy brine into intricate crystal.
Bruns says they produced 10,000 pounds of salt in
2015 and hope to produce 15,000 in the coming year.
Their salt is sold direct to consumers online, through
retail shops across the country, and to restaurants—
along with locally made products like wooden salt
scoops and pottery salt bowls. In just three years it has
become a premier flavor in some of the most famous
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venues in the world, including the
prestigious Napa Valley, California,
restaurant The French Laundry.
Claiming the only salt in the
Northern hemisphere to come from a
natural brine aquifer, J.Q. Dickinson
salt seems almost magical when piled
in a cherry wood saltcellar. The flavor
is bold, mineral, and complex, with
a crystalline texture that pops and
crunches in your mouth.
It pairs well with anything—
fresh salad, bakery bread, meats,
scrambled eggs, or salted caramel.
The salt-works also sells Nigari,
a mineral-rich byproduct of the
salt-making process used to make
cheese and tofu, and has added a
couple of flavored salts for cooking.
“Every salt that is made naturally
like ours, unrefined and dried in the
sun, gives you an expression from
its source. It’s like the terroir of a
wine or the flavor of a ripe tomato,”
Bruns says. “It comes from the
ground, and the natural history of
the earth gives it its expression.”
Demand is growing, Bruns
says. “Our wholesale retailers and
restaurants are up to about 425
accounts. We feel like we are pretty
much nationwide now, and we ship
some overseas.” The business also
partners with artisans, local chefs,
and artisanal food producers to pair
the salt with local products—like
gourmet popcorn from Hinton or cocktail peanuts
from Virginia.
The salt industry in West Virginia, like Iapetus,
faded with time, but its flavor and character lives on,
transformed, in the people who have reinvented a
200-year-old family business for a modern era. “We have
seven generations of history behind us,” Bruns says. “But
we are learning every day and having a great time.”

Read more about J.Q. Dickinson Salt-Works at jqdsalt.com

